
 

Exploit Bypasses Activation Lock On IPads Running IOS 10.1.1 [EXCLUSIVE]
apple has been working on the icloud activation lock flaw issue for several months now. the best way to avoid getting your apple id or password reset or reset is to keep a backup of your apple id and password, as it can be very expensive to get your icloud activation locked again if it happens. bypass icloud activation lock on iphone/ipad using

itunes backups is just a minor problem that needs to be fixed. the bigger problem lies in the fact that anyone with physical access to a computer that is connected to a network can gain access to your icloud account. the only way to avoid getting your icloud account cleared again is to keep a backup of your apple id and password, as it can be very
expensive to get your icloud activation locked again if it happens. how to unlock icloud activation lock on iphone/ipad using itunes backups is just a minor problem that needs to be fixed. the bigger problem lies in the fact that anyone with physical access to a computer that is connected to a network can gain access to your icloud account. the only

way to avoid getting your icloud account cleared again is to keep a backup of your apple id and password, as it can be very expensive to get your icloud activation locked again if it happens. kunz-mejri claims he has informed apple about the bug in december but has yet to receive a fix. hopefully, apple will finally address this issue in a future
update to ios. in the meantime, there is another way to bypass activation lock on ios 10.1. kunz-mejri explains that the same way an attacker could bypass activation lock, he could also unlock a device using the apple pay & apple store feature. with this method, kunz-mejri says a target could use the apple pay feature on an iphone or ipad to pay
for purchases made via the app store. in this scenario, the attacker would need the target's credit card and also be able to pay for the transaction. to bypass activation lock, the attacker would need to enter the target's password into the apple pay & apple store feature on the device. because this functionality is not on the home screen, it will not

trigger the activation lock.
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kunz-mejri said the attack vector for this bypass is already in use by attackers. he says it is likely that attackers are
using the smart cover to bypass activation lock on ios 10.1.1 devices. however, apple could fix this issue in a future
update. they have discovered a new method of bypassing activation lock for iphones and ipads that are running ios

10.1.1 and above. activation lock is a security feature that requires a user to enter their apple id and password before
the device will allow them to use the features of an ios device. if the activation lock has been enabled on an ios

device, the ios device will refuse to connect to the internet without authentication from apple's servers. according to
previous reports, activation lock on an ios device can only be disabled from an apple's device if the device is being

repaired, has been lost, or stolen. the new hack bypasses activation lock by exploiting the use of dns resolver, which
is a server that resolves the names of internet domains. when dns resolver is enabled on an ios device, it allows the
device to connect to the internet without asking the user for their apple id and password. the researchers discovered
that activating the dns resolver on an ios device allows the device to connect to a server that can be used to identify

the user's apple id and password. an attacker could then use this information to disable activation lock on an ios
device and use the device. activation lock is a security feature that requires a user to enter their apple id and
password before the device will allow them to use the features of an ios device. if the activation lock has been

enabled on an ios device, the ios device will refuse to connect to the internet without authentication from apple's
servers. according to previous reports, activation lock on an ios device can only be disabled from an apple's device if

the device is being repaired, has been lost, or stolen. 5ec8ef588b
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